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'pROI?LEM.
The purpose of this study was to design a
manual to serve as a guide to the use of the instrument for
measuring expressed values--the Rubric for Expressed Values
(REV III).
with this manual, educators and-other professionals would be able to administer this measurement of
values in their own settings.
PROCEDURE. The study was organized into four parts:
(1) thirty students from each grade level were chosen from
among eighteen-hundred students in the James A. Garfield
School Dis
ct, Garrettsville, Ohio, for representation in
the four samples of a ten-year longitudinal project conducted
to study values as expressed in student hand-written compositions on various subjects; (2) the thirty compositions from
each grade level were then read and categorized (coded) in
terms of values e
ssed therein, according to the framework
of the Rubric for Expressed Values (REV III); (3) literature
related to the
ses for the project was then reviewed; and
(4) the process of establishing the manual's reliability was
completed by asking three graduate students in Fducat
at
Drake University to use the manual as a guide to the Rubric
for Expressed Values (REV III) without any assistance
r
than the instructions for the use of the rubric. The same
three hand-written compositions were read by each graduate
s
n t., and the level of agreement among the three students,
of value expressions found, was used as an indicator of the
manual's reliability.
F
There was a 79.6 per cent agreement among
the three gra
te students participating in the codi cation
of the compositions.
~~~~~~~D~.~A~T~I:~O~I~~~S. The writer would recommend that this
manual
n sett gs other than schools, such as
the commun i ty, in the business world, and in government.
He
would f
r recommend that samples taken employ more people.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
The study of values is common.

Since the beginning

of time man has been concerned with what is of importance
to himself and his neighbor.

Because of this concern, studies

have been conducted to secure answers to the question, "What
is to be done with one's life and force?"l

It is not an

easy question to answer, in that what one person considers
important for his own life may be of little or no consequence
to another person.

Studies of values, therefore take many

different approaches in their efforts to ascertain that which
is important to an individual.
1.

THE PROBLEM

Since individuals differ in their values, and numerous
studies have been conducted to determine the bases and contents
of these differences, the only problem remaining is to determine which study offers the researcher the most feasible and
desirable method.

lLouis E. Raths, Merrill Harmin, and Sidney B. Simon,
Values and Teaching: working with Values in the Classroom
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1966),
p. 11.
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statement of the problem.

The purpose of this study

was to design a manual to serve as a guide to the use of the
instrument for analyzing expressed values--the Rubric for
Expressed Values (REV III), designed and developed by Drs.
Prudence Dyer and Richard Brooks, Professors of Education at
Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa.

Dr. Dyer has also made

use of this rubric in her project known as "A Study in
Expressed Values."

Already in existence was a specified

rationale for the study, a rubric for categorizing the
expressed values of students, and completed data sheets which
were used to categorize and record student value expressions.
With this manual it is now possible for educators and other
professionals to administer this measurement of values in
their own settings.
Importance of the study.

In recent years, many

researchers have studied values from different perspectives.
Attempts have been made to affect student values in a positive direction, but the development of a desirable and feasible means to measure and analyze value responses has been
noticeably absent.

Because of this fact, the writer recog-

nized the need for a manual to facilitate the use of the Rubric
for Expressed Values (REV III).

It was designed to facilitate

the use of the rubric in two ways:

(1) it would serve as

a guide for the use by educators and other professionals in
the recording and studying of expressed values, whether of

3

viduals, or of groups; and (2) it would demonstrate, by
of examples, certain differences in structure and
ion between this method of measuring expressed values,
other methods employed heretofore.
Historical background of the study.

When discus-

the values of any culture, two questions naturally
arise:

(1) should the values of the culture be preserved,

or (2)

should innovation and change be a part of a culture's

present and future?

In a culture such as that of the United

States, value structures tend to be dynamic rather than
static, and a gradual movement from traditional to emergent
positions has been noted. l
Dyer's project, "A Study in Expressed Values," came
as a result of her sensitivity to Spindler's model in a
world where emergent values were commonplace.

2

Being par-

ticularly interested in the values of youth, and knowing
that it would be these values which would shape the future
of life in the United States, and even the world, Dyer and
Brooks set out to design and develop an effective means whereby the expressed values of individuals, groups, and schools
could be recorded, analyzed, refined, and modified.

Until

IGeorge D. Spindler, Education and Culture (New York:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1963), pp.132-147.
2 I b i d.
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time, other researchers had depended upon paper and pencil
to determine, in part, the values of individuals, but
forms of value measurement were seen as incomplete, in
they presumed a person to be of sufficient literacy to
long and complicated tests.
The final instrument was developed and validated
by a team of researchers, working within the guidelines of
Spindler's .model and the

~onstruct

of a continuum of

values ranging from ultra conservative (Refluent) to ultra
liberal (Transformative), developed by Dyer and Brooks.
The development took place by identifying some two-hundred
values found in contemporary American literature, pUblic
proclamations, news media, films, and conversations with
people of diverse backgrounds.

These value expressions

were ext.racted and listed in random order.

A panel of seven

judges from the applied and social sciences then sorted and
classified the values within the continuum already developed.
By means of cross-checks using team members, content validity
was established by consensus among these members, who were
themselves educators, philosophers, psychologists, theologians, and representatives from the other social sciences.
The end result was the Rubric for Expressed Values (REV).
Since its origin, the rubric has undergone necessary revisions and has been used in various settings in both
the United States and Greece.

The co-author of the Rubric
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Expressed Values (REV), Dr. Dyer, has conducted a tenlongitudinal study in Ohio involving the value expressions
several hundred students, and has spent a year of sabbatical
in Greece to further demonstrate the validity of the
rubric with its successful usage in a culture other than that
of the united States.
II.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Throughout this manual certain terms have been used
frequently.

The following are definitions of those terms.

Values.

Values, as used in this report, "are

defined as those statement's of preference or intent which
seem to guide or govern the behavior of the individual or
the policies of an institution. "1
Rubric.

Rubric, as used in this report, refers to

an organizational structure whereby expressions of value are
categorized and recorded according to that structure.

In

this instance, the rubric is made up of five main headings.
Fortran Statement.

Fortran is simply a composite

of the two words uformula" and "translation."

It is a

method of converting simple mathematical instructions into

lprudence Dyer, "Expressed Values of Students and
Schools," Delta Kappa Gamma Bulletin, XXXVI (Summer, 1970)
28.

t
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language instructions; thus, a standard method of
oornrnun i.cat.Ln q mathematical statements.
III.

PROCEDURES

In completing this manual, the writer used the
following procedures:
1.

Since Dyer's project emphasizes the delineation of
student value expressions based on the rubric
already mentioned, and usually in the form of student hand-written compositions, this writer undertook a sample reading, recording, and categorizing
of selected student compositions in an effort to
verify the presence of a positive correlation
between the two readers' understanding and application of the rubric in categorizing student value
expressions.

2.

Organizationally speaking, the following steps were
taken for the longitudinal study:
a.

An index card was made for each of the eighteenhundred students participating in the ten-year
study, and included the student's name, a
serial number for that student, the year in
which the sample was taken, and the grade
level of the student at the time of the sample.

b.

A process of selection was undertaken whereby
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an equal number of males and females (fifteen
males and fifteen females, or thirty total)
were chosen from within a total grade level.
c.

Every effort was made to find as many people
as possible for representation in all four
samples.

This was done by using the index

cards already mentioned.
d.

A number was-also assigned to each teacher
from whose class a sample was obtained.
This was done in order to determine any possible relationships between the value expressions of students under one teacher, and the
value expressions of students under another
teacher.

It was also used to compare the

value expressions of students under a given
teacher in one year with the value expressions
of students under the same teacher in another
year.
3.

The actual work of reading compositions, and categorizing and recording value expressions followed.
The compositions of the thirty students selected
from the first sample, taken in 1963 from the first
grade, were the bases for the subsequent samples
taken in 1966, 1970, and 1972.

A Fortran Statement

was used to record value expressions of students
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so they might be recorded by key punch on data cards
to coincide with the statements.
4.

The writer then reviewed literature relating to the
topic, and gave special consideration to that literature concerned with the bases for the project,
as well as that literature which demonstrated certain differences in approach and function.

5.

To further establish the manual's reliability as a
guide for those wishing to study expressed values
according to the rubric, the writer enlisted the
services of graduate students in Education at Drake
University.

The students were first asked to out-

line their own personal values by using a form
distributed in class.

Upon completion of this per-

sonal values inventory, they were given a copy of
the Rubric for Expressed Values (REV III) to study.
They were -t.h en asked to read compositions written
by both elementary and secondary school students,
and to code the compositions for value expressions
according to the rubric.

By studying the rubric,

and following the instructions for use of the
rubric given in chapter three of the report, the
graduate students' codings of the compositions were
to correspond with the writer's codings of the compositions, and were also to correspond with each

9

others' codification of the compositions.

By these

means, the reliability of the procedures and instructions contained in the manual were established.
IV.
1.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The chapter of the study dealing with a review of
the literature was limited in that only literature
directly-related to the bases for the study, and
literature demonstrating differences in approach
to values studies was discussed.

2.

The Rubric for Expressed Values (REV III) was another
limitation in that the descriptive characteristics
or behaviors contained therein were not designed
to be exhaustive, but rather, were to demonstrate
some of the most commonly expressed values within
each of the categories.

The rubric was designed

with the realization that revisions would be
necessary as different values expressed by the
culture emerged.
3.

The study was also limited in that the examples of
expressed values noted in the third chapter were
those of individuals rather than groups, and the
values were expressed in hand-written composition
form, rather than in oral form.

4.

The study was limited, in its method of establishing
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reliability, to three graduate students, chosen to
participate in the process.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Literature dealing with the study of values is varied
and plentiful.

Because of this, the writer has chosen to

limit the review of the literature on the subject to that
literature which specifically relates to the Rubric for
Expressed Values (REV III).

In order to analyze more care-

fully the literature related to this project, this review was
divided into two categories:

(1) Literature Relating to the

Identification" of Value structures, and (2) Literature Relating
to the Recording and Measuring of Values.
I.

LITERATURE RELATING TO THE IDENTIFICATION
OF VALUE STRUCTURES

Because of Spindler's emphasis on changing, as
opposed to static values, his model has been chosen as the
bases for the Rubric for Expressed Values (REV III) .

1

Spindler's structure for values consists of two headings,
Traditional and Emergent, as shown in Figure I.

The Rubric

for Expressed Values (REV III) has incorporated Spindler's

lGeorge D. Spindler, Education and Culture (New York:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1963) I p. 133.
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V ALUU
l'uriUITI morality
(Rcspecubility, thrift;
self-denial. sexual conILnint; a puriun is
someone who an have
anything he wants. as
long as he doesn'twjoy
it!)
.
W ork-SUCCCIS' tthic
(Successful people
worked bud to become
10. Anyone an get to
the tOP if he tries hard
enough. So people who
are not successful are
lazy. or srupid, or both.
People must work desperately and continuowly to convince themselves of their worth.)
TkADlnol'u.L

Soc.iJrbiliry (As described . above.
One
should like people and
get along well with
them. Swpicion of solit1tY activities is cha.racruistic.)

Relativistic ",tmd
attitudt (Absolutes in
right and wrong arc
questionable. Monlity
is what the group thinks
is right. Shame. nther
than guilt is approprisre.)

Coruiderstion f01"
mbers (Everyiliing one
does should be done
with rcg:ud for others
and their feelings. The

lndividualirm (The
individual is sacred, and
always more important
than the group. In one
extreme form, the value
sanctions egocentricity,
expediency. and disregard for other people's
rights. In its healthier
form the value sanctions
independence and orig-

individual bas II builtin ndu that ale.n:s him
to others' feelings. Tolerance for the other
person's point of view
and behaviors is regarded as desirable. so
long as the harrnonv of
the group is not dUmpred.)

iruliry.)

Acbieve-mrnt orinltQtion (Success is a
const:mt goaL There is
no resting on past glories. U one makes $9,000
this year he must make:
$] 0,000 next year.
Coupled with the worksuccess ethic, this value
keeps people moving,
and rense.)
FUWTt!-rime urirnration (the furore. not
the past, or even the
present, is most important, Time is valuable,
and cannot be wasted.
Present needs musr be
denied for S2tisf2Cr:iOns
to be gained in the Iu-

Hedonistic,
pusrnt-Timt
orientation
(No one can tell what
the future will hold,
therefore one should
enjoy the prcsem........but
within the limits of the
well-rounded, balanced
persenality and group.)
C01Jformity to tbe
group (Implied in the
other emergent values.

Everything is relative to
the group. Group harmony is rhe ultimate
goal. Leadership consists of group-m..:aclUnery Iubrication)

rure.]

FIGURE I
SPINDLER'S STRUCTURE FOR THE IDEJHIFICATION
OF VALUE EXPRESSIONY

lSpindler, QQ. cit., pp. 136, 137.
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structure, but has further delineated the types of values
likely to be expressed in the United States, by adding
categories known as Refluent, Integrative, and Transformative.
Spindler has used two different techniques in his
st to arrive at a determination of what students consider
to be of value.

One technique used was a forced-choice

technique in that the student was given a list of openended sentences, and was asked to finish the sentence, thus
a reflection of his values on that particular subject.

The

other technique involved the student in the writing of a
brief paragraph on the sUbject, the IIIdeal American Boy. III
Spindler's structure for measuring values cannot be
considered exhaustive by any means; but then, neither can
any other researcher's structure at this time.

Figure II

demonstrates the flexibility of Spindler's structure in
that it shows at least a modal tendency for the placement
of groups (concerned with both school and community) on the
continuum from Traditional to Emergent values.

His structure

has flexibility because he stresses that II n o one group
representing any particular institution ever consists of
'pure' value types."

2

lspindler, loco cit.
2 I b i d., p. 139.
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TRADITIONAL

EMERGENT

VALUES

VALUES

General pub l dc
and Parents

School boards

School administrators

Students

Students

Older teachers

Younger
teachers

FIGURE II
PLACEMENT OF SCHOOL AND CDMMUNITY GROUPS ON

SPINDLER'S CONTINUUM FROM TRADITIONAL
TO EMERGENT VALUES 1

ISpindler, ~. ci t., p. 139.
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Piaget's value structure, dealing with the moral
of the child, was consulted while designing and
loping the Rubric for Expressed Values (REV III), as
s structure has attempted to explain the causes for the
changing moral values of children from ages six to twelve,
also of significance to the developers of the rubric.
Piaget's conclusions as to the origins of children's moral
values or jUdgments have not been shared by.all engaged in
the study of values and value expressions; however, his
conclusions have explained, at least in part, some possible
origins of values in children. l
Selland, in her study of value structures, attempted
to validate Piaget's conclusions on values origins by testing
these conclusions using the Rubric for Expressed Values (REV
111).2

The study began with the use of data gathered over

a seven-year span, and took the form of student hand-written
compositions on pre-determined subjects, chosen to elicit
numerous value expressions.

Her conclusions were:

(1) that

students participating in the study from grades one to

lJean Piaget, The Moral Judgment of the Child (Glencoe,
Illinois: The Free Press I 1948), pp. 314, 315.
2Norma Selland, nA Study of Moral Values of Children
from the Lower Elementary Grades through High School using
Children's Written Compositions over a Seven-year Span"
(unpub Li shed Master's Thesis, Drake University, 1970), pp. 2-4.
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three did indeed conform to Piaget's conclusion that children
between these grade levels, and ages six to eight, will
express moral values that reflect adult influencei

(2) that

students in the middle grades, ages eight to eleven, were
changing in their moral value expressions from those which
were adult-influenced to those which were peer-influenced,
thus corresponding to Piaget's conclusion concerning this
agegrouPiand (3) that students ages eleven and twelve,
also in harmony with Piaget, were still close to their peers
in expressing moral values, but were beginning to be more
concerned with equity and justice in their dealings with one
another. 1

Table I shows the format used by Selland to

illustrate the stages of moral life delineated in Piaget's
writings.
Lawrence Kohlberg's article was another type of
value structure consulted. 2

His research has been longi-

tudina1 in nature, and has dealt with what he has called
"moral stages.,,3

Unlike piaget's emphasis on intellectualism

in the understanding of rules, and thus the acceptance

1

Selland,

~.

cit., p. 28.

2Lawrence Kohlberg, "The Moral Atmosphere of the
School," The Unstudied Curriculum: Its Impact on Children
ed. Norman V. Overly (Washington, D. C.: ASCD,-r970), pp.
104-121.
3 I bi d . , p. 115.

TABLE I
DEVELOPMENT OF A SENSE OF JUSTICEI
Age

Retributive
Justice

Immanent
Justice

Justice Between
Children

Expiation

Automatic

Equality only when

Stage

Distributive
Justice

Adult

Just-unjust and

authority
over justice

Duty-disobedience over
physical and
not
reciprocity inanimate
differentiated
objects

not in conflict
with authority

8-11

Equality
over
authority

Equality outweighs other
considerations

Reciprocity Moral action
independent
of reward or
punishment

Equalitarianism

11-12

Equity

Personal
circumstances
considered

Attenuating Relativity
circumstances
taken into
account

Equity

7-8

lS ell and,

££. cit., p. 5, citing Piaget, loco cit.

~

-....J
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of authority, Kohlberg has emphasized "that the development
of moral character is in large part a sequential progressive
growth of basic principles of moral reasoning and their
application to action."l

His research has followed the

progression of moral thought of fifty boys from ages ten to
twenty-five.

He has accomplished his task by asking these

boys, at three-year intervals, how and Why they would respond
to a set of eleven pre-determined moral dilemmas.
of a moral dilemma might be 'as follows:

A sample

"Should a husband

steal a drug to save his dying wife if he could get it no
other way?,,2

With Kohlberg's structure, the person's moral

thought goes through a series of six different stages, and a
child's moral development may stop and/or become fixed at
anyone of these stages.
Figure III shows Kohlberg's definition of the "moral
stages,"

and also illustrates his structure for the measure-

ment of value expressions at three levels.

Kohlberg's

structure for the measurement of value expressions has been
important to this review, as it has treated the development
of moral j. udgments in children and youth in four nations,
and has thus become international in its scope, as has the
Rubric for Expressed Values (REV III) as a result of its

lKohlberg, op. cit., p. 115.
2 I b i d.

1.

..•• "CO"'VDlUOHjJ. Uvu.

At thI. I"velth" clilld I. ,uponal... to ,cultural Nl", and label. of .ood
and bad, rlCht or ....ron •• but bll"rpr"o th.,..e btM.l. In t"rm. of elthrr the
pbyaleal or th" b"donl.tlc eon'''qu"nc". of action (punlshm"nt., ftward.
exchan.",of favon) or in tenn. of the phy.lcal po ....e r of thDM who enu:m:late
Ibe rule. and latM.ll. The level is divtded Into th" foUowin,. two IOta,"I:
Stage 1: Tn.. ,....... hmnt • .,dobcodiencl! ~tobo:n, The ph.,..leal
CGnMqu"ncea of action detennln" to ,oodn"•• or badn",. ft.ardleal of the
buman m"anin. or value of the,,, consequtm"".. Avoidance ofpunSahment
and unquenioninr dderlmCll to power are valu"d in their own rlpt, not in
term. of respect for an underlyln. moral order aupported by punbhmfllt and
authorlry (the btl"r belnl Slage 4).
Stage 2: Th .. ' ...,rum.....t.. ' ...Iotivi,' ori.....tolio:n. Right action conalao
of that whleh Instrumentallj' uli.fi"a on,,'. own need. and occa.ionally th"
need' of ethers, Human relation' are viewed In lenna Uk" Ihose of th.. markel.
plaer: Elements of fairne." of fl!clproc!ry, ,and of equa] .harin. ere preMnl.,
but Ibey are alway, !nlerpnl"d in a phy,!cal pragmatic way, Reclprodry ia
a matter of ~you .cratch my back and 111 scutcb )'OUt'; not of lOJalry•
..alitude, or jUlnc",

U.

COMVDfTIOI<JlL

LEVu.

At this Ievel, m:a.lntalninl the expectatlon. of the individual', bmDy.
poup,-or nation .h,.pett"h'ed-,~. valuable In Ita own.-right, -n.udJua.t>f
immediate and obviou. eensequences. Th e attitude I. not only one of
c_l_ity to penonal c>rpecutions and welal order, but of loyalty to It, of
a,ctIvely maintaining ••upportlng. and juslity!ng th" order and of ldentlfytnJ[
with the persons or group Involved in It. At this level, ther" are ~ fOUO....m.
two slages:
Suge 3: The 1nt.r1'pnson,,' cml<:ordDnu or ~good boy-ftiu ,;rf'
Good behavior I. thar which please. or h,elpa odse .ra and is
approved by them, There is much conformity to 'lereorypiclll limage. of
wbat Ia majority or -nlitural" behavior, Behavior Sa frequently jud.ed by
intention-De mean' wen" tM<comes IimPOrtant for th... finl rim", One "un,
approval by being "nice."
lSlaJ[e 4, The ~1<11U and cntU.~ ori..nlotiOft, Th,," I. orientation toward
authoriry, fixed rules, and the maintenance of th" aceial order. JUgbt tM.bavior
consists of doing one', dury, .howing respect for ....thority. and maintaining
the liv"n social order for its own .ake.
~r.. ti_.

Ill,

POST~ONVENTtO""L
•. AUTONOMOOS, Oil PIUNCtPLJ:D L£VJ:L

At this le ..el, there I. a clear effort to defin.. monl values and principles
wbicb have validity and application apart from the authority of the JlTOUpa or
persons holding th".e prtnciples and apart from the Individual's own identification witb the." groups. This level again ha. rwo .tage.:
Stage 5. Th" sOOoJ-c"."tracl. I.. golisbe onrntafUm. G<:neral]y With
utilitarian overtones. RJght action tend. to be define d in tl:rm. of lIeneral
individual rights and in terms of standards which bave been critical]y
examined and agreed upon by the whole sociery. Ihen: is a clear awarene..
of the relativism of personal value. and opinions and a corre.ponding empbula upon procedural rules for reaching consensus. Aside from what is
constirolional]y and democratical]y agre"d upon. the rigbt Is a mailer of
personal "values" and "optnion." The result is .. n emphasis upon the ~lellaJ
point of vi e w.~ bUI witb an empha.i. upon the possibillty of changing law in
terms of rational considerations of lOCial ..tiIlry (rather than free:ting It In
u:nns of Suge 4 "law and order"). Outsid.. the legal realm, free agn:<:ment
and contract .. re th" binding elemen15 of obligation. This is th" ~officlaJ·
morality of th.. American gov.rnm ..nt and Constitution.
Stage 6: Till uni"""a) ethical " ....n eil').. ori..... tation. Right Is defined
by th" decision of conscience in accord With ",,)f-cho..en "tltic.. l prineipu"
appealing 10 loglcal compr.h.n."'..n" ..... univ..rsality. and con.istency. Th"s"
principl.... are abstTac! anel .. thical (the Golden Rule, the categorical limper>·
live); they ar" no! concrete moral rules like th" Ten Commandm.n15. AI
bea.n these ar. universal pnnc!ples of justlC". of the Tt'c1prooly and equality
of th~ human righI!, and or respect for the dignity of human being. as
individual ruTSOns.

FIGURE III
KOHLBERG'S DEFINITION OF THE
"MORAL STAGES"

1Koh1berg, ~, cit., pp. 124,125.
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been used in a Greek study conducted in 1972 and 1973.
writer discovered little similarity in format between
's structure and the Rubric for Expressed Values
REV III), but many of the conclusions concerning emergent
were similar.
II.

LITERATURE RELATING TO THE RECORDING
AND MEASURING OF VALUES

A researcher engaged in the study of values, either
expressed or implied, is normally accompanied by a theory of
value.

The researcher may build upon a value structure

designed and developed by another, or he may opt to design
and develop his own structure.

In any case, an efficient

framework for research is indispensable.

To have an e f f i.c.i.errt

framework (or structure) for research is ODe factor of
importance, but to have a means whereby data can be recorded
and measured is more important still.

In the study of expressed

values, the recording and measuring of such expressions have
heen the foremost considerations, and while everyone who has
a means of recording and measuring value expressions also has
a value structure or framework, very few who study values
and have a framework also have an efficient means of recording
and measuring acquired data.
Allport is one researcher in values who has devised
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instrument for recording and measuring va1ues. 1

His

rument is based directly upon Eduard Spranger's model
six basic motives in personality.

.................,.L.,

They are:

the theo-

economic, aesthetic, social, political, and religious. 2

Iport's instrument has made use of a forced-choice scale,
a scale in which the examinee was forced to make a choice
a.ffiong alternative responses.

As a method for value measurement

it is quite sophisticated, and not particularly feasible for
use with students below high school age, even though it has
been used with some degree of success during the past few
decades.

The instrument for measurement has two parts.

The

first part presents a variety of situations in question form
in which the examinee is to choose from two alternatives.

The

second part uses the same format, but four alternatives are
provided.

The scores are totalled and are often plotted on

a profile so the subject (or examinee) may see the results.
Administering the measurement has not been difficult,
as it is essentially self-administering, although a few words
of explanation are not out of order.

There is no time limit,

IGordon W. Allport, Philip E. Vernon, and Gardner
Lindzey, Study of Values (3d ed.; Cambridge, Massachusetts:
The Riverside Press, 1960), pp. 1-19.
2Eduard Spranger, Types of Men, translated by Paul J.
Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1928),
pp. 109-210.

W. Pigors (Halle (Saale), Germany:
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but subjects are encouraged not to spend undue time on any
one question.

And, the measurement may by taken individually

or in a group.l

Figures IV and V give the directions for parts

one and two, as well as a sample question for each part.
Richard Prince also has devised an instrument for
recording and measuring values, also on a forced-choice scale,
but somewhat easier to use with younger age groups than
Allport's instrument. 2

Prince-' a instrument, known-as the

Differential Values Invent.ory (DVI), and like the Rubric for
Expressed Values (REV III), is based on Spindler's theoretical
structure that values are moving from traditional to emergent
positions. 3

The Differential Values Inventory is significant

with relationship to the Rubric for Expressed Values (REV III)
in that, although the two instruments have assessed values
differently, they have shown a substantial correlation in
values expressed.

The instructions for, and sample questions

from the Differential Values Inventory are shown in Figure

VI.

lAllport, op. cit., p. 6.
2prudence Dyer, "Expressed Values of Students and
Schools," Delta Kappa Gamma Bulletin, XXXVI (Summer, 1970), 29.
3Richard Prince, "A Study of the Relationship Between
Values and Administrative Effectiveness in the School Situation"
(unpublished PhD Dissertation, University of Chicago, 1957~,
cited by Orville E. Thompson and, Sara G. ca~r, V~lues of H~gh
School Students (Davis, Californla: The Unlverslty of Callfornia Press, 1966), Appendix C-2.
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DUUCIloHs: A number of controversial statements or questions with two .alternative answers are given below. Indicate your persona) preferences by writing
appropriate figures in the boxes to the right of each question. Some of the
alternatives may appear equally attractive or unattractive to you. Nevertheless.
please attempt to choose the alternative that is rellltioely more acceptable to you.
For each question you have three points that you may distribute in any of the
following combinations.

iI

I
I

1. If you agree with alternative (a) and disagree with (b). write 3 in the first box and 0
in the second box. thus

I
I

I

II
I
I

a

2. If you agree with (bh disagree with (a).
write

II

0

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

3. If you have a slight preference for (8) over
(b). write

I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I

a

I

I

I

4. If you have a slight preference for (b) over
(8). write

I
I
I
I
I

CD

a

0

I
I
I
I

I

I
I

b

0
I

a

~
I

I

I
I
I
I
I

I
b

0
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

1. The main object of scientific research should he

the discovery of truth rather than its practical
applications. (a) Yes; (b) No.

a

b

00
!

!

FIGURE IV
DIRECTIONS AND A SAMPLE QUESTION FOR
PART I OF A STUDY OF VALUESl

lAllport, ~_ cit., pp. 2, 3.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

b

I CD

b

~

!
!
Do not write any combination of numbers except one of these four. There is no
time limit, but do not linger over anyone question or statement, and do not leave
out any of the questions unless you find it really impossible to make a decision.

•

.

I
I
I
I
I

I

i
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Duu:cnONS: Each. of the following situations or questions is followed by four
possible .Wtudes or answers. Arrange these answers in the order of your personal
preference by writing. in the appropriate box at the right, a score of 4, 3, 2. or 1.
To the statement you prefer most give 4. to the statement that is second most
attractive 3, and so on.
.

Exnmple: If this were a question and the folloWing statements were alternative
choices you would place:
•

i

-«

I
I

in the box if this statement appeals to you
most,

I

I

I

I

0!

I
I

S in the box if this statement appeals to you
second best.

I

I

I

I

I
I

I
:

I

[!]

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

!I

I

I

2 in the box if this statement appeals to you
third best.

II

I

I

o

I
I

I
I

I

I

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I

:

I

I
I
I

I

I

I
I

I
I

;0

1 in the box if this statement represents your
interest or preference least of all.

I

I

You may think of answers which waul) be preferable from your point of view to
any of those listed. It is necessary, however, that you make your selection from
the alternatives presented, and arrange all four in order of their desirabiliry,
guessing when your preferences are not distinct If you find it really impOSSible
to slate your preference, you may omit the question. Be sure not to assign mare
than one 4, one 3. etc., for each question.

1. Do you think that a good government should aim
chiefly at-(Remember to give your first choice 4,
etc.)
D.
more aid for the poor. sick and old
b. the development of manufacturing and trade
c. introducing highest ethical principles into its policies and diplomacy
d. establishing a position of prestige and respect
among nations

.
I
I
1
I

b

o
d

o

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

e•

o

I

FIGURE V
DIRECTIONS AND A SAMPLE QUESTIONIFOR
PART II OF A STUDY OF VALUES

1

Allport, £l2..

ci

t . ,

pp. 7,8.

I
I

I

a

Q
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I

•
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The ·Different1al Values Inventory* consists of a number of statements
about things which you may think you ought or ought not to do or feel.
This !!. not ~ ~.There are as right ~ wrong answers. If you have
doubts about some statement, choose the one which seems closest to
what you believe.
1.

The statements are arranged in pairs.
EXAMPLE:

1.

( 0)
. (1)

I ought to be reliable •
I ought to be. friendly.

2.

Select the one which is more important to you
personally and put "0" or "1" on the answer
sheet. Do not mark the booklet.

3.

Read each set of items carefully. When reading
the items to yourself, precede each statement
by "I ought to • • • " Do not skip any items.

Precede each statement with the phrase "I ought to

2.

(0)
(1)

Work harder than most of those In my' class.
Work at least as hard as most of those in my class.

(0)
(1)

Do things which most other people do.
Do things which are out-of-the-ordinary.

FIGURE VI
INSTRUCTIONS AND SAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR THE
DIFFERENTIAL VALUES INVENTORY

Iprince, loCo cit.
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All of the instruments for value measurement mentioned
heretofore have assumed that the subjects being measured were
literate.

In cases of value samplings taken from both

illiterate and pre-literate subjects, other measuring instruwere required.

Used successfully in such cases has

been the Goodenough "Draw a Man" test. l
Another instrument for measuring values is the Rokeach
Values Survey.

2

The purpose of this test is to have the

subject order his values in terms of their importance to his
own life situation.

This instrument is a good starting point

for one beginning to think seriously about his own personal
values, because it is self-administering and easy to interpret.

IFlorence L. Goodenough, Mental Testing (New York:
Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1949), 314-316.
2Milton Rokeach, Value Survey (Sunnyvale, California:
Halgren Tests, 1967).

CHAPTER III
MANUAL FOR ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH
IN EXPRESSED VALUES
This manual is designed to serve as a guide to the
use of the Rubric for Expressed Values (REV III).

The

manual was needed in order to facilitate the use of the
rubric among educators and other professionals.
The manual gives the following information:
instructions for the use of the rUbricj

(I)

(2) examples of

student hand-written compositions as a demonstration of the
use of the rubricj and (3) the process of establishing the
reliability of the manual in facilitating the use of the
rubric.
PART I
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF THE RUBRIC FOR
EXPRESSED VALUES (REV III)
The Rubric for Expressed Values (REV III) consists
of five main headings for convenience and expediency in the
coding and categorization of value statements, written or
oral.

They are:

Refluent, Traditional, Relative (Tran-

sitional), Integrative, and Transformative.

Further, each

heading is subdivided into four categories.

They are:

ethical

concept, success concept, concept of self and others, and the
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time orientation.

The reader may derive definitions of the

five main headings of the rubric from examining the
explications seen in Figure VII.

Listed under each of the

main headings, within each subdivision, are descriptive
characteristics, or behaviors, which are representative of
all expressed values in the cultures of the United States.
Instructions for the use of the rubric are as follows:
1.

Do a Personal Values Inventory.
This step should be considered a pre-requisite for

the proper use of the Rubric for Expressed Values (REV III) ,
as it is essential that the person using the rubric understand his own value structure before stUdying the values of
others.

Figure VIII shows a form that could be used, as its

divisions correspond with the subdivisions used in the framework of the rubric.

After completing the personal values

inventory, the educator or other professional may consult the
rubric to discover in which of the five categories his dominant
values lie.

Not all people will fall into one of the five

main categories exclusively.
2.

Study the Rubric for Expressed Values (REV III).

--

--

Before an educator or other professional can
effectively use the Rubric for Expressed Values (REV III) ,
he must become thoroughly familiar with its content.

The

rubric is not difficult to master through routine use, but an
initial examination of its framework is necessary to insure
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FIGURE VII
RUBRIC OF VALUES EXPRESSED IN
THE UNITED STATES (REV III)
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SUGGESTIONS:

A.

Complete each section outlining your personal
beliefs, values. (Start each section with a verb,
wi th 1.. as the understood sub j e c t of the verb)--

ETHICAL CODE
Religion
Morality
Nature
Patriotism
Other

B.

CONCEPT OF SUCCESS
Work
Education
Symbols of Success
Other

C.

CONCEPT OF SELF/OTHERS
Self-concept
Concept of Family
Relationship to Friends
Relationship to Others

D.

TIMliORIENTATION
Within Own Life-time
Within History
After-life Concepts
PI GURE VI

II

A PERSONAL VALUES INVENTORY
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accurate codification and analysis of value statements.

3.

Select a Topic for Oral or Written Expression.
A difficult but important task is the selection of a

topic.

The topic need not be sophisticated in nature, but

should be chosen with the intention of eliciting numerous
value expressions.

An open-ended topic will usually elicit

the most value expressions, and at the same time will allow
individuals or groups to exercise their creativity in a
flexible atmosphere.

An example of such an open-ended topic

is that which was used in the 1963 sample taken in the James A.
Garfield School District, Garrettsville, Ohio.

In this sample

"students were asked to respond to the stimulus of the picture
of two little children walking in a patch of sunlight in a
wooded area. ll l
ments.

The result was responses rich in value state-

Another example appears in Figure IX and shows the

topic sheet used in the 1972 sample, also taken in Garrettsville, Ohio.

Instructions were also prepared for teachers

and other examiners conducting the samples.
4.

2

Distribute a Topic Sheet to the Individuals or Groups

__- _

Involved, and Take
the Sample.
- --....

....

Distribute a toplc sheet, such as the one shown in
Figure IX, and have the individual or group begin to respond

lprudence Dyer, "Changing Values of Students,"
Elementary English, XLIX (May, 1972) 1 699.
2Appendix A.
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THE TIME:

1982

THE SITUATION:

You are just returning from a very long trip-Write of your feelings as you appro-ach home.
You mayor may not want to include some of the
following information:

Where you were -- How long you were there.
Why you were there -- Who was with you -Whom you met or knew.
What are some of the things which you saw,
heard, felt, or did?
What are you most looking forward to on your
return?
What will you do within the first week?
first month?

The

Do you have a title or a name for your writing?

FIGURE IX
ALL SCHOOL WRITING SAMPLE TOPIC
MAY 1972
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in either oral or written form.

Most of the research up

until this time has been done from written expression, but
oral expression, particularly in the form of tape recordings,
has also been very effective.
5.

Record the Data.
A Fortran Statement form is a convenient form for

recording value expressions, as it adapts well to the Rubric
for Expressed Values (REV III), and is immediately transferable
f or computer ana I

.

I

YS1S.

Under each of the five main headings

there are the abbreviations "Ell (ethical concept), "B"
(success concept), "S/O" (concept of self and others), "T"
(time orientation), and "S", which is the summary column for
the other subdivisions.

It is in the summary column that the

total tally of value expressions is placed.

By checking the

sample Fortran Statement in Appendix B, the reader will
discover that Jane Doe made four value statements that fall
under the "Traditional" heading.

One of the these statements

involved an ethical concept, two involved success concepts,
and one involved the concept of self and others.

The number

of value statements in anyone composition may range from
one or two statements to as many as ten or fifteen statements,
while some compositions may contain no value statements.

lAppendix B.
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It is possible, and in some instances preferable,
to design a tally sheet for recording value statements, but
Fortran Statement forms are available for purchase at nearly
any data processing service, and in some instances are
l
available at no cost.
6.

Proceed to Reading, Coding (or Categorizing), and
Analyzing Value Expressions.
To facilitate the completion of a values study, it

might be advisable, while reading compositions, to use a hard
lead pencil to classify a value expression as it is read.
Upon completion of reading the composition, transfer the tally
of values to a Fortran Statement form, or an alternate form,
thus avoiding duplication of effort.

If the researcher plans

any formal type of analysis from the data derived from a
sample, it would be advisable to use a Fortran Statement form
or some other means whereby data can be recorded, and yet
used effectively.
7.

Use of Variable Listings.
One form of variable listing has to do with the format

of the Fortran Statement form itself.

Because of its flexible

structure, the Fortran Statement can include different types
of information.

In this instance, because it was a sample

taken in a school district, a record was kept of the

lAppendix C.
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following:

(1) a number assigned to each student;

student's name;

(3) the teacher's name;

(4) the number of

the sample taken, in a longitudinal study;
level of the student;

(2) the

(5) the grade

(6) the sex of the student; and (7)

what the researcher considered to be the creativity and
competency levels of the student.

In different types of

samples the Fortran Statement form is flexible enough to
accommodate other forms of data, such as the socia-economic
class, or the educational levels of parents.
Another form of variable listing has to do with the
differences in the rubrics used.

The rubric dealing with

value expressions in a United States cUlture, the Rubric for
Expressed Values (REV III), is used in the manner already
demonstrated.

However, research taking this approach to a

study of value expressions is now international in scope,
with a study of Greek culture having been concluded.

Essential

for validity in the Greek study was the development of a new
rubric, the Rubric for Expressed Values, Greek Cultures (REV
IV-B, English language version).l

The variability occurs

when recording and coding value expressions, in that a value
statement made in the United States would not necessarily
correspond, in content, with a value statement made in Greece.
Major categories and subdivision headings are identical;
interior statements, of course, vary.

lAppendix D.
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PART II
SELECTED STUDENT COMPOSITIONS AS A DEMONSTRATION
OF THE USE OF THE RUBRIC FOR
EXPRESSED VALUES (REV III)
The following pages contain copies of selected student
compositions displayed to demonstrate the actual usage of the
Rubric f'o r Expressed Values (REV III).

In these instances,

the rubric was put to use in the James A. Garfield School
District, Garrettsville, Ohio, between the years 1963 and
1972.

Every effort has been made to select compositions

which best represent consistent value expressions from each
of the five main headings of the rubric, and com.positions
which represent the various grade levels, as m.any persons'
values expressions fall into more than one main heading.
Because of these factors, Part II is divided logically into
six sections, five to represent the main headings of the rubric,
and one to demonstrate a composition that contains value
expressions from more than one heading of the rubric.
1.

Refluent Value Expressions
Refluent value expressions are those which are typ-

ically considered ultra-conservative, based on the Rubric for
Expressed Values (REV III).

These expressions point to the

past as the ideal, and shun changes in the life process.
Figure X shows a selected student composition which
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demonstrates refluent value expressions.

As in all of the

student compositions selected, other values were apparent, but
only the refluent (in this instance) values were captioned,
for reasons of efficiency.

The citations fo.reach caption are

abbreviations which indicate both the main heading of the
rubric, and the subdivision under that heading.

The first

caption is Rf-3; that is, it comes from the refluent heading,
and the third subdivision ,the-concept-~fself-·--·andothers.
In this instance, the student is in grade eleven, and expresses
that she has little respect for the particular class of people
mentioned.

In caption Rf-l the student uses ethical expressions

relating to the military, wars of religion, and race relations.
And finally, in caption Rf-4 the student expresses her general
dissatisfaction with the present state of affairs in the
country, and does not feel that the situation will get better.
2.

Traditional Value Expressions
A composition demonstrating a dominance in traditional

value expressions is shown in Figure XI.

Caption T-2 shows

the writer'S emphasis on work as an indicator of success.
Caption T-3 demonstrates that the writer does indeed support
aesthetic pursuits.

And, caption T-4 indicates that the

writer practices delayed gratification of her desires.
writer was in grade twelve at the time of the sample.

The

Rf-3
"Respects none conS1
at all different"

"Considers military
service an honor"
"Venerates own religious
leaders"

Rf-4
e leves SItuatIon now
is bad because of changes an d wi 11 res u 1 t i n
~Q{"I,""~~~,",,~~~""~~~~'"
punishment or disaster"

FIGURE X
A SELECTED STUDENT COMPOSITION DEMONSTRATING
REFLUENT VALUE EXPRESSIONS
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Res p e c t s '-i-----..c:i~~~~
hard wor •
phy s i ca 1 t - - - l - - - . - . , . - - - -;------.-::---------....---~
or mental'.-.-.-II

" Sup po r t 5 I-IL!<-L~-a...<..a
success - L-I-~~
ful
aesthetic I-If-U'V.
pursuits' • L4#<..r'J.<:71

"Practice
de layed
gra t i f i cation"

1--+--

:;~~~~~~;;I

L-I£~

FIGURE XI
A SELECTED STUDENT COMPOSITION DEMONSTRATING
TRADITIONAL VALUE EXPRESSIONS
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3.

Relative (Transitional) Value Expressions
The relative, or transitional category, is sandwiched

between the traditional and integrative categories.

An

individual who expresses values w~thin this category has
departed from the safe confines of the traditional framework,
but still has not reached the point where the consideration
of the needs of others is supreme.

Figure XII demonstrates

two relative value expressions from the composition of a
tenth grade student.

Caption R-4 indicates that the student

gratifies his selfish whims and indulges himself hedonistically, while in caption R-l the student exploits nature, in
this case the snow, to bring joy and pleasure to himself.
4.

Integrative Value Expressions
The integrative value expression has as its object

the welfare of others through the actualization of self.
caption 1-2 in Figure XIII indicates, though in an initial
way, that the student is in the primary stages of analyzing
problems and formulating solutions.

Caption 1-3 indicates

that the student is well on her way to the goal of valuing
people over things.

And, caption 1-3 (at the bottom of the

page) shows that the student is involved in the processes of
exploration and creativity.

The student was in the third

grade at the time of the sample.
5.

Transformative Value Expressions
Value expressions in this category were infrequent in
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"Gratifies selfish whims"
"Indulges self hedonistically"
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FIGURE XII
A SELECTED STUDENT COMPOSITION DEMONSTRATING
RELATIVE VALUE EXPRESSIONS
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1-2
_------t

"Analyzes problems, considers alternatives"
"Establishes priorities for action"

1-3

"Values
people
over
things'

I
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b
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FIGURE XIII
A SELECTED STUDENT COMPOSITION DEMONSTRATING
INTEGRATIVE VALUE EXPRESSIONS
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the longitudinal study.

The transformative value expressions

that did occur seemed to be as·socJ.'ated. w·J.'.th OCCurrences
around the Garrettsville, Ohio, area at the time of the sample
in 1970, and most notably in connection with the social
polarization related to the Kent State University tragedy at
the time of the "incursion" into Cambodia.

Caption Tr-3 in

Figure XIV illustrates that the student, while somewhat willing
to get other people's "bright" ideas for change, is really
demanding strong allegiance and sympathy for the "cause."
Caption Tr-4 emphasizes the "Nm"1" as the time for change,
whereas caption Tr-2 stresses the overthrow or demise of
current institutions as an indicator of success in the change
process.

This student was in the eighth grade at the time of

the sample.
6.

Composite of Value Expressions
Few compositions contain value expressions exclusively

from one of the five headings of the rubric.

Most compositions

contain value expressions from at least two, and as shown in
Figure XV, sometimes as many as four headings of the rubric.
Caption Rf-4 demonstrates that this student, a tenth grader,
values the past as the ideal for the present.

Caption T-3

,
t.bat; o t.he r s "like himself"
indicates that this student be 1 leves
can succeed.

Caption R-4 shows that the student is apt to

.
. 11 y, whereas caption 1-3 reveals
indulge himself hedonJ.stlca
the student's interest in creativity and individuality.

4S

T -3

"Demands strong allegIance
liS corns others not sympa-

thetic to cause"

T -4
"Believ
f u t u r e ;=r·"","--J~~.J<.-_.&...J::l,-----'.."I1.Li:U.JL-h.~~~6i.~

should
be

NOW II

r-2
"Sees success in
demise of
institutions,
olicies"

current~

~

FIGURE XIV
A SELECTED STUDENT COMPOSITION DEMONSTRATING
TRANSFORMATIVE VALUE EXPRESSIONS
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R-

"Indulges sel
hedonistically"
Grat i fie sse 1 _ Ht¥;l/..6.~:::o<"'..L.-,.....t.A.b..e..~~
fish whims"
II

T-3

"Believe that
others 'like
himself' can
succeed"

1--3

"Fosters creativity and
Individuality"

Rf"Values past as
a model for
present and
future"

FIGURE XV
A SELECTED STUDENT COMPOSITION DEMONSTRATING
A COMPOSITE OF VALUE EXPRESSIONS
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Since the Rubric for Expressed Values (REV Ill:) is
not, by design, exhaustive in its coverage of value expressions,
it may be necessary to interpolate certain value express.ions
for accurate codification.

If an e d ucator or other profes-

sional using this manual encounters a value statement not
included within the rUbric, he may need to s.ee which pattern
of values it most closely resembles, and place his code or
tally there.
PART III
THE PROCESS OF ESTABLISHING THE RELIABILITY OF THE
MANUAL IN FACILITATING THE USE OF THE RUBRIC
The proces.s of establishing the manual's reliability
in facilitating the use of the Rubric for Expres.sed Values
(REV III) was engaged in and completed by three graduate
students. in Education at Drake Univers.ity.l

The rubric

itself has. demons.trated its. inherent validity in many
ins.tances already mentioned, and its operation has proven
succes.s.ful when trained profes.s.ionals. have put it to us.e;
however, until this time, its value for us.e by untrained
professionals. has been undetermined.

Because of the proces.s

undertaken by the three graduate students in Education, the

lLeni Proctor, Carmelita Blackman, and Bobretta
Williams were randomly selected from a group of students in
a graduate level education class at Drake University. They
were given a brief explanation of the nature of ~he research
project, and were asked to complete the tas.k unalded, except
for instructions from the manual.
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following points for the establishment of the manual's
reliability can be made:

(1) by studying the rubric, and

following the instructions for its use, the students were
able to use the rubric successfully without any outside
training~ (2)

the three graduate students were in general

agreement with one another in the coding of the compositions
they readi and (3) the three graduate students were in
general agreement with the writer's coding of these same
compositions.
It has been demonstrated that the manual can be used
by those who have had no prior training in its contents, thus
establishing the manual's reliability as a usable instrument.
The manual facilitates the use of the Rubric for Expressed
Values (REV III).
More important was the moderately high interscorer
reliability that was demonstrated by the general agreement of
the coding of compositions by the three graduate students.
Each student worked alone, and received no assistance from
any professional trained in the proper use of the rubric.
The general agreement among the graduate students was evident
in the selection of values expressed under the dominant, or
main headings of the rubrici

i. e., Refluent, Traditional

Relative (Transitional), Integrative, and Transformative
headings.

Under the dominant, or main headings of the rubric,

there was a 79.6 per cent agreement among the graduate students
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coding the compositions.
In addition to this, there was also an 80.0 per cent
agreement between the writer and the three graduate students
in the results obtained from the compositions.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It was the purpose of this study to design a manual
to serve as a guide to the use of the instrument for analyzing
expressed values--the Rubric for Expressed Values (REV III) ,
designed and developed by Drs. Prudence Dyer and Richard
Brooks, Professors of Education at Drake University, Des
Moines, Iowa.

One of the primary features of the Rubric for

Expressed Values (REV III) was its flexibility of usage.

The

limitations of this study (page nine) were suggestions for
alternate uses of the rubric in a variety of settings.
I.

SUMMARY

The design and development of the manual to accompany
the Rubric for Expressed Values (REV III) took the following
form:

(1) a discussion of the background of the study,

including a statement of the problem and its significance,
procedures followed, and certain limitationsi

(2) a review

of literature related specifically to the bases for the study,
as well as that literature which manifested certain differences in approach and functioni and (3) the compilation of
the manual itself, including instructions for its use, examples
of student compositions used in a longitudinal study, and the
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process of establishing the reliability of the manual in
facilitating the use of the Rubric for Expressed Values (REV
III) .
A discusSion of the background of the study was
significant, as the study incorporated a period of ten years,
including four different samples and eighteen-hundred students.
with the purpose of facilitating the use of the rubric, it
became important for the manual to include the following
information:

(1) the historical background of the rubric,

and its gradual evolution as an instrum.ent to measure and
analyze expressed values;

(2) the procedures followed by this

writer and other researchersi and (3) the limitations inherent
in a study of this type.
A review of the literature related specifically to the
bases for the study was significant in that it would aid a
researcher using the manual in three ways:

(1) it would help

the researcher to detect the various materials that went into
the rationale, design, and development of the Rubric for
Expressed Values (REV III) i

(2) it would provide the researcher

engaged in the study of value structures with primary sources
relating to the identification and use of such structures;
and (3) it would provide the researcher engaged in the study
of values and value expressions with primary source material
relating to the recording, measuring, and analyzing of values.
The text of the manual was made up of the following:
(1)

the instructions for the use of the rubric;

(2) selected

student, compositions as

of

and (
of

use

of

manual in facilitating

Expressed Values (REV III).

use ,of the
three graduate

were selected at random from a class of
at Drake University.

They were

in

a brief explanation

of the nature of the research project, and were

to

complete the task of reading and coding student
compositions for value responses by using the manual alone.
There was a high level of agreement. in findings among
three graduate students themselves, and also between
findings of the three students as a group, and this
It was found/therefore, that the manual was reliablea.s a
guide in facilitating the use afthe Rubric, for Expressed
Values (REV III).
II.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations, in the context of this study, will
be in the form of recommendations for further use of the
Rubric for Expressed Values (REV III) in a variety of settings.
Due to the limited usage of the rubric, as demonstrated in
this manual, the following recommendations for further use
seem warranted:
1.

Although successful in limited studies, researchers
should conduct more extensive programs dealing
strictly with values expressed orally, in live
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situations, or by tape recordings.
2.

Researchers should conduct descriptive studies
utilizing more students from more states than this
study shows.

Data from such studies could help

to define the role of the school in shaping the
values of society.
3.

Business or civic leaders could, with a small
adaptation of methodology, study individuals' and
communities' values.

4.

Educators and other professionals from nations other
than the United states might wish to use the principles involved in the Rubric for Expressed Values
(REV III) to implement a study of values in their
own cultures.

5.

Researchers should conduct extensive studies in which
the manual (for facilitating usage of the rubric)
would undergo a validation process, and

pr~ferably,

with larger samples, and in different settings.
6.

Educators should, with the resurgence of Humanities
programs in the schools, conduct studies that would
compare values expressed before, during, and
following such courses of study in an effort to
determine their immediate and long-range effects.

1

Iprudence Dyer, uAn Encounter: Humanities and Values,"
Bulletin of Research in Humanities Education, I (Spring,
1970), 11-,-12.

APPENDICES

A

SAMPLE OF INSTRUCT
OTHER PROFESSIONALS
FOR EXPRESSED VALUES
To:

Principals and teachers of James A.

From:

Prudence Dyer

Subject:

Continuation of the Longitudinal Student
Project
1963-1975 -- Part 4

Thank you for your help in this the fourth writing
we
will have collected from all students in Garfield Schools
since 1963.
We have analyzed all papers for a number of factors~ The
attached topic should produce some very interes
and creative writing from your students. You may
sh to modify
wording to suit your class or to duplicate the topic so
t
all students have an opportunity to reflect on the
allotted for this will be determined by the nature of
students and the pressures of
day an~
It is
necessary that all compositions be written in class.
We hope the following times might be all

The t

Primary
Middle grades
High school

15

20
40

20 minutes
4S minutes
55
tes

Please be sure the student!s name and grade level are on
or
r paper.

s

happy to
If "lOU are interested in a progress report, I!ll
one following the analysis of this portion of the
send
11 appear
larger s
study. One brief aspect of
the ~1ay issue of Elementary English.
t year I shall b in the internati
d imensi
our
5
in
e e c.e , It will be interesting to see
s
.
sters and Greek youngsters respond to similar
Th

you for your continued help.
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APPENDIX C
ALTERNATIVE FORM FOR RECORDING VALUE EXPRESSIONS
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APPENDIX D
RUBRIC FOR EXPRESSED VALUES, GREEK CULTURES
(REV IV-B, ENGLISH LANGUAGE VERSION)

ROORIe rOR J::XI'RtSSJ::Il VALlIES, GREl:K CllL11JRtS
I.
c ETHICAL CODt

rr.

RJ::I'Un::1fT

l.. Religion

TRADI110IlAL

.attends churCh ~eul8rl1
.believes in God and teAching8 of
church

.beHevesoible Hterally
• follows blindlyrell.giou8 dog"""
teachings, rituills of ehureh
• "barai.n5 .. with G,od

.pro 'esses bC1e 1n-str1ct mora code
.impo8es strict merill code on other8

2. Horalit)'

• tru8 to relate to GOd
.teel8 little responsibility for CAre
of nilture
.eonaiders as evil nature's inconsistencies

J. Nature

..vener,ates ,nat1on

_. Piltriotism

fi.

Other

CONCEPT

or

.prize8 local and regional heritage

gUccfss

1. Work
2. Education

3. Symbols of Success

.engages 1n some 1:ril31t100al folkWAYS
ilnd prilctices of his group
.works extremely hard
.will stay in home, community in spite
of finanei,al a i.n elsewhere

• values bird work, 315C11'11ne as key to
Success
• refers indeDendent 0 r.ation

.gees educAt1-0n as s t arus

.seeS acaemlC educatlon as

~may fear or resen~ power of ed~cated
.lacks real understanding of education

upward ~obility
• tries to understand .... aning of
education
• strives to excel
.COl:'lpetes \>1gorous1)', but may ahuse
power
.works f"r material benefit8, status
sYmbols

.ah1de. 15.)' deCUH>n8 of author1ty
figure
.vill.ues contacts of high status
.bar ains from
sition of etren th
.. eels A E and or 't.nose :1n po,wer
DinE: his aucce s se.s. t' failures

ll. Other

.otfers simplistic 801utions for
pbx problems

2. Concept of fiO.lD.ily

I. Rel$t!onship to friendS

ll. llel"'tionsh!p to Other.s

D. TIRE

.accepts nature{p..rhaps w1thout appre<dating it)
.AIlY d""""ge nAture

rou~e

to

e1:er-.r-egar S
L. as j;jnpor'tant e ~ment 111
successes, failures

com~

•values supremacy of sen~or~ty
.belie"es in 1Ill!l1e supremacy
.prizes superiority of Greek •

. Li:_.. .

• venerates, obeys elders wi'th~n fam~iy
and extended family
.demonstrate. responsibility to all
extended family

~shOws comm1tmen~ to family, relatives
.works to safeguard close-knit fa.mJ.ly
.expects women, youth to do as told

.enjoys beIng \Jitn friends, acquaan~anceg of same age. sex

•seeks compatlionshlp of fr>.ends of

"'c;.,.:o """I- super.l..';"" _",~ _ ...... ~oe .... .:.o
• understands. accepts male supremacy

h.iJie

.Ii

age , sex

se xpec t a youth, wornen to respect' au'tho-- .tolera~es varlety ot other kLn6S of
ri~Yt be quiet, and not question
people
.extends hospitality to individual
.extends hos p I taUt)' to strangers
strangers
.may expect certain kinds of oppres.suspects ideas of "outsiders·
sion

o~ttnTAT!ON

1. With!n Own

Life~time

• regards present or past

ment" as ideal

il

e s 't a bl l 15 h-

~has vested interest in status quo
~save~ for future r.ratification

2. Within History-past and future
3. After-life Concepts

_plans, saves for future
.works for be~ter future for children

.works to conserve past and p~5ent
and symbols of the ••

~prlzes

.ta eS

as t , or '!"eater
· el1eves 1n tra, 1tlona

or grante

rra

and r-e Lf.gi oua beliefs

past glori~$ of Greece as
noble
.hopes present may be as great as

religious

spiritu~l

cu tura

!nmortality
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(RI:V IV-B,l,:ngll.ah l&nguaga version)

III.

TRANSITIONAL

IV.

.hn::# doubts aboutteachJ.flgs, organ-

ization, influence of church
.may express irreligious beliefs
.uses church for s acidl occasions
• practl,CeSIlLl tua t aon e'thJ..Cs

IHTI:GRATlVr:

V.

TR!'IlUOP11I1TIVI:

.bel~cve~ 2n a h~eher power or
expresses yearnings t:o be:l leve or

te"cnUlg. of

to be rid at doubt
.ma follow remnants of trad.ritual
.S'tr1.Ve3 or pOl.1.CleS congruent w~t
values
....tabl. ethical code for others hel
.regar s nature, na~ura resources
8S priceless heritage to be pre6erved~ res~ored

.doe. something about hi. concern
.expresses some patrlo~lC 1deas, par-.worksto1Jard,establl.shl.ng, reach1.ng,.• r-e j e ct s 'tradJ.t1.onal nat1.oftcal andJ
ti"ularly under stress
appr-opr-Le.ee local, regional,
or hwr:anit:arian goals
.questions 80me na~ional goals
national goals
.formula~es goals for other.~o
• shows ride in na,tion her-Lta e
follolJ
.J.g,nores some t:r-a • 01 aysprac- .}..s an.t er-e s re 1M 0 ways,. p,rac'tJi,ces.show'$ strong lnteres't l.n or reject.

ticeo of his group, but follows well as part of cultural heritage

cor..plnely fon".ys

i

practices

.questlons trad. work ethlc
.seeks ~o correc~ causes of soc~al
.questions work as 4 value~ but may
.seeks to earn money without work
ills
work hard
.tends t:o crltlciz:e others not self .establ. rio!"ities eval..
.has onin1onson liocieties direction
.regar s ecedee.tc e uc a t i on as ne ce a- .. st:Ul.-es,researc e s or ove 0
t:ar-.rejec"ts 't1"'ad.1tl.ona.' eeucer rcn Cn!!aary credential for upward mobility ning £, new: knowledge, practical and d-entials
.in.l!!:.kes: effort: to interpret meaning
academic
.
.values education as pr'&ct:!ca.l
of education
..believes educat Lon for 411: includes.fo1"mulate:s O\lJ1 education plan con1:echni-cal j VOCAtional e;d~, etc.
sis tent wi'th cause
.values contacts WhlCh lead 'to prot1.t:.spurns r-e s t ang ·on past glor:les
.regards success of evn cause ,as
.prize5 status-building possessions .enjoys successes of others
. primary concern
..feels others hav-e done lit:t:le or
nothing of value
.~rtats only symptoms of soc1al 111s .works for freedom of splrit
.m,ay accept' need for-anarchy
or merely talkS about solutions
.formulate. proper solutions for
..formulates own solutions for e~
.may ignore FATt as influantial
complex problems
plex problems
fact:or
..... y disregard FATt as factor in
.may regard FAIT as important
successes, !ailu~es
factor
..may often

r-et a r-d

self

4S

more

clever, shrewd ~nan ~ne o~ners
.may display braggadocio from bragadocio
g r ns

· seeks to understand

OWll·

strengths,

wea.k:nesse:s

• uses: srr-eng'rhs '- compensates for

"beg1ns '(0 adcpr new 11festylea
~may reJect ~rao~'t~onaL ~e
femal'e roles, expectations, style,s

weaknesse 5

groups

.needs relatlvely-few fr~ends

or status" posJ.t:lon

pra>;:tices

.. lives for' present: grat.lft,catlon,.

fulfillment
..8how~ ~ome, but li~tle C?ncern
for future
:Shows I1ttleconcern forhlstory
or for future
..may begln to quest~on or reJect
tr-adi tional nc t Lcns of hamor-....
tality

.Accepts or ~olerates dlverse pOLnt& ~f1nds fr~ends mo~ 3at~sfY1ng
than family or relatives
of view
.finds friend' more satisfying than
extended f amil
.appreciates, accepts &;1 Ln· 5 0
ialistic
people
.fosters creativity, individuality
.feels decisions should be participatory

.has perspectlve on past herl~age,
future potentialities for present
life

.be11eves NeW ~5 tlIDe for change i
action for fu~ure--or no hope
..lacks concer-n I orpa. s t

.., demonstrates conce r'n lor past
heritage and for fU'ture

.wants t<> be port of change

~""orks 1.0 leave f.Lttl,.ng cont:rlbu-

~ hel1-eves In nothlng beyond present

tion to mankind throu£h life's
work AS own ~immortalityn

lit.
.rejects n<>tions of future life
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